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Traffic flow modeling is an elusive example for the emergence of complexity in
dynamical systems of interacting objects. In this work, we introduce an extension of
the Nagel–Schreckenberg (NaSch) model of vehicle traffic flow that takes into account
a defensive driver’s reaction. Such a mechanism acts as an additional nearest-neighbor
coupling. The defensive reaction dynamical rule consists in reducing the driver’s velocity in
response to deceleration of the vehicle immediately in front of it whenever the distance is
smaller than a security minimum. This newmechanism, when associated with the random
deceleration rule due to fluctuations, considerably reduces the mean velocity by adjusting
the distance between the vehicles. It also produces the emergence of bottlenecks along
the road on which the velocity is much lower than the road mean velocity. Besides the
two standard phases of the NaSch model corresponding to the free flow and jammed flow,
the present model also exhibits an intermediate phase on which these two flow regimes
coexist, as it indeed occurs in real traffics. These findings are consistent with empirical
results as well as with the general three-phase traffic theory.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
The study of the dynamical aspects involved in vehicle traffic is an important subject in modern society. The efficiency of
the traffic flow in cities and roads is fundamental to the economic development of a region as well as to promote a quality
life style. However, nowadays traffic flows develop frequent bottlenecks which may be caused by an excessive number of
vehicles loading a particular road, by the insufficient number of alternative routes, or even by the lack of a strategic plan and
the limited use of new technologies to deal with the problem of traffic jams. In the past years, several works have addressed
the issue of traffic flow willing to model a typical real traffic in order to understand the empirical relations between the
traffic main variables, its different regimes, and mainly the underlying dynamics that is responsible for the set up of traffic
jams.
The first macroscopic models were introduced more than fifty years ago and treated the traffic as an incompressible
flow of imaginary vehicles (not appearing explicitly in the dynamical equations of the theory) [1,2]. During the 1970s, there
appeared the first microscopic models on which the traffic was considered as composed of interacting particles based on
kinetic gas modeling [3]. In the past two decades, several other models were put forward. In particular, the most successful
microscopic models (see Refs. [4–6] and the references therein) consider each vehicle as one particle and the nature of the
inter-particle interactions is determined by the form each vehicle influences the motion of the nearby vehicles. Within
this perspective, microscopic traffic flow models of interacting vehicles have been profusely investigated by physicists,
particularly due to their close connection with several fundamental aspects of out of equilibrium systems, a relevant issue
in the scope of statistical physics [7].
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Due to its simplicity, flexibility and easy computational workability, the theories based on cellular automata (CA) became
a well-established technique to model, analyze, and even predict the emergence of complex behavior observed in nature
[8–11]. In particular, the first stochastic model aiming to simulate the traffic flow in a road was proposed by Nagel and
Schreckenberg in 1992, known since then as the NaSch model [12]. Several forthcoming models were implemented having
the main ingredients of the NaSch model as a background [13–16].
One of the main motivations for the modeling of traffic flows is to provide a basic understanding of the fundamental
empirical phase diagram aswell as of themain collectivemacroscopic flow properties. Theoretical arguments and numerical
simulations on large traffic networks based on CA, corroborated by data gathered from distinct real traffic situations, have
contributed considerably to the development of an overall empirical scenario of traffic flows, including the characterization
of the distinct flow phases, the mechanisms leading to phase transitions and the process leading to traffic jams [17–26].
Special attention has been given to CA that takes into account the effects associated with specific driver’s reactions such
as the tendency to keep a security distance [27], reaction to break light [28–31], velocity anticipation and adaptability
[28,29,32,33]. These aspects have been explored with the perspective of reproducing empirical data [34], mainly
emphasizing the macroscopic properties of the three main traffic phases, namely, free flow, synchronized flow and
jams [35–37].
In this work, we propose a new model of traffic flow, based on the original NaSch model, that takes into account a
preventive reaction of the driver usually present in real traffic situations. The proposed mechanism has ingredients of what
is commonly named as defensive driving, and the model will hereafter be referred to as the DD model. It incorporates a
reduction of the velocity due to an adjustment of the inter-vehicle distance according to the concept of a safety criterion.We
will show that thismechanismultimately reduces the frequency of abrupt breaks usually present in the original deceleration
rule of the NaSch model. The proposed model is able to reproduce, besides the two free and jammed flow phases depicted
by the NaSch model, a region in the parameter space corresponding to coexisting free flow and jammed regions that is also
observed in real traffic situations.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the here proposed DD model and define the main
quantities that will be used to characterize the traffic flow. In Section 3, wewill provide numerical simulation results for the
present model implemented in a single one-dimensional road with a conserved number of vehicles and analyze the distinct
regimes that emerge as a function of the density of vehicles. In Section 4, we summarize our main results and draw our
conclusions.
2. Traffic flow model and its macroscopic variables
Herewewill introduce a traffic flowmodel based on the originalNaSchmodel.Wewill consider a typical one-dimensional
single line road composed of cells of length L corresponding to the spaces that can be occupied by the vehicles. Each cell
can be occupied by a vehicle or not and each vehicle can have an integer velocity ranging from zero up to a maximum
velocity vmax. We denote xn(t) and vn(t) the position and velocity, respectively, of the nth vehicle at time t . Let us call dn the
distance between the nth vehicle and the vehicle immediately in front of it (dn = xn+1 − xn). Starting from a random initial
distribution of vehicles and considering periodic boundary conditions, the updating process of the vehicles’ positions and
velocities are performed simultaneously (parallel update) according to the following set of dynamical rules:
R1 — Acceleration: If at time t , the velocity of the nth vehicle vn(t) < vmax and its distance to the next vehicle
dn(t) > vn(t)+ 1, then at time t + 1 the velocity is raised to
vn(t + 1) = vn(t)+ 1. (1)
R2.1 — Short distance deceleration: If at time t , dn(t) < vn(t) then, at time t+1 the velocity of the nth vehicle is reduced
to
vn(t + 1) = dn(t)− 1. (2)
R2.2 — Defense driving deceleration: If at time t , vn(t) > 0 and the velocity of the vehicle in front of it was reduced at
time t − 1, then at time t + 1 the nth vehicle reduces its velocity to
vn(t + 1) = vn(t)− 1, (3)
if vn(t) < dn(t) < αvmax, where α is a parameter that represents an average driver’s security range.
R3 — Randomness: If at time t , vn(t) ≥ 1 then, with probability p, the velocity at time t + 1 will be reduced to
vn(t + 1) = vn(t)− 1. (4)
R4 — Vehicles motion: at time t + 1, each vehicle advances vn(t + 1) positions with relation to its previous position
xn(t + 1) = xn(t)+ vn(t + 1). (5)
Note that we are following the same order of dynamical rules as introduced in the original NaSch model while adding
themechanism of defensive driving in the deceleration process. Therefore, the vehicle’s velocity increases if there is enough
empty space in front of it (R1). On the other hand, it decreases due to the lack of a minimum space (R2.1) or due to a reaction
to a deceleration of the vehicle in front of it whenever the distance is smaller than a safety range (R2.2), or even due to
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random factors (R3). Finally, the vehicles advance their positions depending on their actual velocities. The here introduced
defensive driving mechanism (R2.2) is intuitively used in general traffic situations and is responsible for the emergence of
coexisting traffic phases.
In order to analyze the main macroscopic traffic variables, we will define the average vehicle’s density per site ρi during
a period T as
ρ¯Ti =
1
T
t0+T−
t=t0+1
ni(t), (6)
where t0 is an initial transient time and ni(t) is the occupation number of site i at time t (ni(t) = 0 for an empty site and
ni(t) = 1 for an occupied site). Another important traffic variable is the flux per site, defined as the number of vehicles that
crosses a given site during a given period of time T
q¯Ti =
1
T
t0+T−
t=t0+1
ni,i+1(t), (7)
where ni,i+1(t) = 1 if a vehicle crosses the site i at time t and null if no movement is detected. Further, we will also measure
the average velocity of the vehicles ⟨v⟩ as well as its relative fluctuation∆vR given by
∆vR = 1N
N−
n=1
⟨(vn − ⟨vn⟩)2⟩
⟨v⟩ . (8)
We emphasize here that our model can distinguish the driver’s behavior with respect to caution needed to promote
an adequate and safe conduction in a traffic situation. This feature can be observed by its own definition of the defensive
driving dynamical rule (R2.2). According to it, the vehicle’s velocity is reduced from one unit when the vehicle in front
of it decelerated at the previous time only when the distance between them is smaller than αvmax. Here, the parameter α
controls different driver’s behaviors. Small values ofα indicate that the drivers are quite self-confident and only decelerate in
situations of small distances (such behaviormay lead to an improved flowwith a high risk of collisions). Intermediate values
of α reflects an adequate careful driving. For large values of α the driver decelerates even when the distance to the vehicle
in front is large, thus indicating a low self-confidence (quite inefficient with a strong tendency of forming traffic jams).
Therefore, our resultsmay shed some light in the complexity of traffic flow scenarioswith applications in practical situations
of traffic engineering. However, the main focus of our study is to provide a simple cellular automaton model that captures
the essential ingredients needed to reproduce, besides the usual free flow and jammed phases, the experimentally observed
coexistence of phases that sets up in the regime of intermediate densities. It is important to stress that other defensive
driving mechanisms have also been recently investigated showing that defensive driving reactions play an important role
in the traffic flow regime at intermediate vehicle’s densities [27–33]. The presently introduced model provides a simple
generalization of the standard NaSch dynamics incorporating a suitable reaction to a break light that is complementary to
other defensive driving reactions such as keeping a minimum secure distance, velocity anticipation and adjustment.
3. Numerical results
We performed extensive numerical simulations in order to obtain accurate data concerning the dynamical behavior of
the present traffic flow model. We consider a typical one-dimensional road with a single line having L = 103 positions
distributed at random N ≤ L vehicles, all of them with a null initial velocity. We employed periodic boundary conditions
and performed time averages in an interval of 20.000 time steps after an initial transient t0 = 10L. Further, we average our
results over 100 distinct initial configurations.
We initially analyze the deterministic limit of p = 0 in order to make a comparative analysis of the influence of the
defensive driving mechanism when it is incorporated directly on the original NaSch traffic flowmodel. In Fig. 1, we present
the fundamental traffic diagram relating the average flow with the density of vehicles, for the particular case of α = 2
and distinct maximum velocities. Note that there are two well-defined regimes. In the first regime, the flow grows linearly
with the density, corresponding to a free flow phase on which all vehicles move with the maximum allowed velocity. In the
second regime, the flow decreases with the density, a characteristic of jammed flow with the average velocity decreasing
due to the reduced distance between the vehicles. The main effect of the defensive driving rule in this deterministic limit
is to round the frontier between these two regimes (symbols in Fig. 1) in comparison with the sharp transition exhibited in
the original NaSchmodel (solid lines in Fig. 1). However, stochastic effects (p ≠ 0) are generally known to be a fundamental
aspect needed to model the motion of vehicles in a real traffic situation. Stochastic processes in traffic arise from several
unpredicted reactions of the drivers when taking individual decisions or even due to random external factors. As we will
show in the following, the defensive drivingmechanismhas a profound impact on the traffic flowwhen stochastic effects are
taken into account. From the point of view of the phase transitions observed in the traffic flow, the defensive driving reaction
may lead to a phase coexistence, with jammed flow taking place in some segments of the road coexisting simultaneously
with regions of free flow.
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Fig. 1. Fundamental diagram of traffic giving the average flow q versus the density of vehicles ρ for α = 2, p = 0 and distinct values of the maximum
velocity. The continuous lines stand for the original NaSch model and the symbols to the present defensive driving model. Notice that the mechanism of
defensive driving rounds the transition between the free flow and jammed phases.
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Fig. 2. Fundamental diagram of traffic for α = 2, p = 0.01 and distinct values of the maximum velocity. In the inset we show the corresponding diagram
of the NaSch model for the same random parameter p. Notice that the defensive driving reaction has a strong influence on the traffic flow in the regime of
intermediate densities.
In Fig. 2, we plot the average flux as a function of the density of vehicles for α = 2 and distinct values of the maximum
allowed velocity, in the presence of a weak stochastic parameter p = 0.01. As we discussed before, the dynamical rule that
accounts for the defensive driving reaction has a significant influence of the fundamental flow diagram in this case. In order
to allow a better comparison, we provide in the inset the corresponding diagram in the absence of defensive driving. One can
clearly notice that, in the regime of intermediate densities onwhich the average distance between the vehicles is of the order
of the maximum allowed velocity, the defensive driving reaction is quite effective. It leads to a substantial reduction of the
average velocity and, consequently, of the average flux. This regime of intermediate densities presents phase coexistence, as
wewill explore in the following. It is more pronounced for larger values of themaximum allowed velocity. It is interesting to
notice that the defensive driving mechanism can promote a substantial reduction of the flow when the maximum velocity
is large. Therefore, the average flow can be considerably suppressed in this regime, leading to a non-trivial behavior: at
intermediate densities, the maximum flow is found at an intermediate value of the maximum allowed velocity.
In Fig. 3, we explore the role played by the stochastic parameter p on the traffic flow. In Fig. 3(a), we show the average
flow versus density for α = 2, vmax = 10 and several values of p. As we emphasized before, the defensive driving rule
has a small influence in the phase diagram for p = 0, restricted to a rounding of the transition between the free flow and
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Fig. 3. (a) Flow q and (b) relative velocity fluctuations ∆vR versus density ρ for vmax = 10, α = 2 and distinct values of the random parameter p. Notice
that the defensive driving reaction leads to a strong reduction of the flow and to large velocity fluctuations in the regime of intermediate densities. The
divergence of∆vR at ρ = 1 is associated with the vanishing of the average velocity in a full road.
jammed phases. For p ≠ 0, the defensive driving rule leads to a reduced flow in the regime of intermediate densities. One
can roughly locate this intermediate regime between the crossover densities ρ1c < ρ < ρ
2
c . These do not correspond to true
critical points once the stochasticity rounds the phase transitions. ρ1c delimits the crossover between the free flow regime
depicting a linear dependence of the flow with the density and the intermediate regime with reduced flow. ρ2c represents
the crossover from this intermediate regime to the high density jammed regime. This crossover is signaled by a curvature
change of the flow dependence on the vehicle’s density for small values of p that evolves to a local minimum as p increases.
As one can observe, these crossover densities depend on the degree of stochasticity. For example, they are ρ1c ≃ 0.03
and ρ2c ≃ 0.29 for p = 0.2. However, one needs to keep in mind that these do not correspond to real critical points but
only signal crossovers from distinct flow regimes. As such, they are not uniquely defined and estimates based on distinct
measure quantities can slightly differ. In Fig. 3(b), we show the relative velocity fluctuations as a function of the density for
the above set of parameters. Notice that in the regime of intermediate densities there are increased velocity fluctuations.
The divergence at ρ = 1 is trivially related to the vanishing of the average velocity in a full road. In the range of intermediate
densities one observes enhanced velocity fluctuations. This behavior is a consequence of the simultaneous action of both
R2.1 (lack of distance) and R2.2 (defensive driving) deceleration rules that lead to the coexistence of regions of free and
jammed flows along the road. As the density increases, one results with a single and large jam. Above ρ2c the defensive
driving rule is seldom activated, with the prevalence of the usual deceleration rule due to the lack of enough space between
the vehicles. The average velocity in the jammed phase slowly decreases, almost linearly, with the density of vehicles.
In order to have a clearer picture of the crossover between the above traffic regimes, we plot in Fig. 4 some space–time
diagrams for α = 2, vmax = 10, p = 0.2, and a set of representative densities: (a) ρ = 0.05 (just in the beginning of the
regime of coexisting phases), (b) ρ = 0.2 (roughly in the middle of the regime of coexistence), (c) ρ = 0.3 (just in the
beginning of the jammed phase), and (d) ρ = 0.6 (well within the jammed phase). Below the crossover density ρ1c one has a
free flow phase with the vehicles separated by large distances. In this phase, the only mechanism that leads to deceleration
is due to the stochastic rule. The vehicles move freely with small fluctuations on their velocities due to this stochastic rule
and with velocities close to the maximum allowed value. In the beginning of the intermediate regime (see Fig. 4(a)), the
defensive driving deceleration rule starts to act more frequently thus reducing the average velocity. One still has free flow
in most of the road with the vehicles moving with a velocity close to the maximum allowed value with small fluctuations.
However, a jam develops in a narrow range of the road, signaled by a dense region whose front remains roughly stopped
in time, on which the average velocity is very low. Fig. 4(a) also shows the emergence of a second localized jam with the
same characteristics just described. These localized jams are directly associated with the presence of the defensive driving
rule. In Fig. 4(b), well within the regime of coexisting phases, we can see the reduction of the regions of free flow and the
consequent enlargement of the jams along the road. In the jammed region, the velocity of the vehicles that arrive at the
back of the jam is larger than the velocity of the vehicles that leave its front. As we further increase the density, the cluster
of jammed vehicles becomes larger. The free flow region tends to disappear, thus leading to a complete jam, as shown in
Fig. 4(c). In this state, the vehicles occupy randomly the road and advance with small velocities, although depicting large
velocity fluctuations. For large densities well within the jammed phase, as shown in Fig. 4(d), the mobility of the vehicles
decreases substantially and a jammed behavior similar to the one observed in the usual NaSchmodel sets up. Therefore, the
direct transition between the free flow and jammed phases typical of the original NaSch model is replaced by a crossover
due to the defensive driving rule. As the density of vehicles is increased, local jams are developedwhich coexist with regions
of free flow. The free flow regions are suppressed as the density is further increased, until a complete jam is established.
In order to have a deeper understanding of the influence of the defensive driving parameter α on the traffic flow, we
plot in Fig. 5 the flux as a function of the density of vehicles for vmax = 10, p = 0.2, and three distinct values of α = 1, 2,
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Fig. 4. Space–time diagram for α = 2, p = 0.2 and distinct densities (a) ρ = 0.05, (b) ρ = 0.2, (c) ρ = 0.3, and (d) ρ = 0.6. Notice the evolution from
the free flow at small densities to the jammed flow at high densities with an intermediate regime exhibiting phase coexistence.
and 3. Note that when α is small, the action of the defensive driving mechanism is suppressed in favor of the deceleration
due to the lack of enough space between the vehicles. For small densities, the vehicles move with their velocities close to
the maximum allowed value, typical of the free flow regime. In a regime of intermediate densities ρ1c (p) < ρ < ρ
2
c (p) for
which we have the coexistence of free flow and jams, the average velocities are strongly reduced and the defensive driving
response predominates. A large value of the parameter α reduces the flow in this regime. However, such a reduction is not
substantial (∼20% fromα = 1 toα = 2)whichmay compensate the reduced risk of crashes. Beyond this regime, one reaches
the jammed phase. The flow depicts an initial increase with increasing densities once the average velocity exhibits a weak
dependence on ρ (see the inset of Fig. 5). Well within the jammed phase, the mobility of the vehicles strongly decreases due
to the lack of enough free space between the cars and the defensive driving parameter α becomes again ineffective. This
regime is similar to the jammed phase in the standard NaSch model.
Finally, we show in Fig. 6 the flow at a given point of the road as a function of the average densitymeasured for vmax = 10,
α = 2, and p = 0.2. The line of points that delimits the data on the left side of the graph corresponds to the frontier of the
free flow regime. Its slope is close to maximum allowed velocity. The other frontier line, to the right of the graph, delimits
the jammed phase. The slope of this line is unitary, corresponding to themotion of holes in the back flow direction typical of
the NaSchmodel. In the intermediate region, the coexistence of free flow and jams is signaled by the spur of the data for the
local flow. The main characteristics of the reported data for the present model is similar to the ones depicted by empirical
data [14,28].
4. Summary and conclusions
In this work, we introduced an extension of the standard NaSch traffic flow model that includes a defensive driving
mechanism associated with the driver’s deceleration reaction to a break light. Such a reaction is complimentary to other
defensive mechanisms such as velocity anticipation [32] that are important to the description of traffic flow regimes at
intermediate vehicle’s densities. The driver’s deceleration reaction to a break light was introduced in the dynamics of a
cellular automaton traffic flow model through a new deceleration rule that takes action whenever the distance between
successive vehicles falls below a predetermined safety distance. Besides the usual free flow and jammed phases displayed
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Fig. 5. Fundamental traffic phase diagram, q × ρ for vmax = 10, p = 0.2, and distinct values of the defensive driving parameter α. Notice that such a
defensive deceleration mechanism is mostly effective in the intermediate regime of phase coexistence. The inset shows the corresponding plot for the
average velocity.
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Fig. 6. Fundamental traffic phase diagram for the local average flow versus the average density for vmax = 10, p = 0.2, and α = 2. The frontier lines
delimit the free flow (on the left) and the jammed phase (on the right). The spur of data between these two limits is a signature of phase coexistence.
by the usual NaSch model, the present extended model is also able to reproduce the intermediate regime observed in real
traffic situations on which local free flow and jammed regions coexist.
In the deterministic limit of the model, the defensive driving mechanism has a limited impact in the fundamental phase
diagram of the traffic flow. Its main effect is to round the transition between the free flow and jammed phases. A similar
effect is also observed in the standard NaSch model when stochastic processes are introduced. On the other hand, when
the defensive driving mechanism acts in the presence of stochasticity, it plays a significant role, especially in the regime of
intermediate densities. In this case, a new regime of traffic flow takes place that is not present in the original NaSch model.
Such a regime exhibits coexistence of free flow and jams in distinct regions of the system. Within this regime, the average
flow is suppressed as one increases the safety distance triggering the defensive driving reaction. However, such a reduction
is limited and it can be compensated by the reduced frequency of situations of potential crashes. Due to the presence of
stochastic rules, there are no true transitions between the distinct traffic flow regimes but only smooth crossovers. The
flow and velocity fluctuation diagrams provide a rough estimate of the range of densities corresponding to the regime
of coexisting free flow and jams. It would be interesting to have additional measures to better locate these crossovers. A
potential candidate is the computation of the time evolution of the Hamming distance between two initially close traffic
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configurations once it is able to distinguish flow regimes of general cellular automata models [8] as well as to quantify the
degree of coexistence.
It is important to stress that the present extension of the NaSch model can capture the three main phases observed in
real traffic situations. An interesting question that arises concerns to the possibility of establishing the parameters leading
to the optimal compromise of large flow and reduced crash frequency. It would require the introduction of an approximate
cost functional incorporating values to these distinct attributes. We hope that the present work can stimulate future works
along this direction.
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